
        To learn how to hold your own in 

the negotiation boxing ring, make sure 

to watch our on-demand webinar 

“Winning the Budget Fight: How to Get 

Funding Every Time”:

Watch Now

03 Resist the hype of

new tech

Getting approval for a hot new technology can 
backfire if it distracts you from day-to-day 

operations and critical programs. Sometimes 

vendor add-ons make sense, sometimes they don’t. 

Resist the pressure, and focus on what you need. 
Set clear criteria and compare against them when 

reviewing tools and services. 

02 Connect requests to

wider business goals

Don’t focus on how security will win; tell them how 
the business will win. Demonstrate that you’ve 

thought through how your program will help 

achieve a wider enterprise goal, e.g. compliance, or 

a faster sales cycle. Move away from technical 
details and relate your case to the company’s 

North Star metric(s). 

04 Define a clear

long-term vision

Clearly present what an investment will look like 
over time. Approving a 3-year plan now will make 

your next budget cycle easier. Focus on the 

continued incremental improvements that you 

want to achieve in the long run, and — not to sound 
like a broken record — tie every step back to 

business goals. 

05 Build internal support

Security requires adoption, and adoption needs 
stakeholders who work with you. If your DevOps 

team is looking nervous about an initiative you’re 

pushing, clear that up before starting the budget 

talks. If the Head of Sales is keen on your proposal, 
help them present it on your behalf. Not everything 

you need has to be perceived as a security request. 

01 Show where you are,

and where you want to go

Articulate how your program has been able to 
mitigate risk so far and where the company stands 

now. Show how your proposed roadmap will 

sustain or strengthen your performance, and be 

realistic with what you have to get done, versus 
what you want to get done. 
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Budget negotiations can feel like boxing matches. A “no” strikes you in the stomach, a 
“maybe” takes a swing at your head. Talks take unexpected twists and turns, leaving your 
budget (and plans) battered and bruised. While every scenario comes with its nuances, 
we’ve collected 5 fundamental tips to help you knock out talks in your next round.  

5 Tips to Knock Out Your 
Security Budget Negotiation


